RECENT PUBLICATIONS: FALL 2007

Articles


Burnette, Ian (2006). Klondike road maps: selling comfort and convenience on the route(s) to the gold fields. The Portolan 67 (winter): 45-56. ill. 23 endnotes and refs.


De Peuter, Stanislas (2007). Christiaan van Adrichem: initiation to the man, the book, the maps. BIMCC Newsletter 28 (May): 14-23. ill. 24 footnotes and list of “principal” sources.


[http://www.theprimemeridian.com/RareMapCatPDF.pdf](http://www.theprimemeridian.com/RareMapCatPDF.pdf) (accessed 20 July 2007)


**Books**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: WINTER 2007-8

Articles


Recent Publications, Portolan, collation


Krogt, Peter van der (2006): Welke steden karteerde Van Deventer voor Filips II in diens ‘landen van herwerts overe’? [Which towns in the Low Countries were mapped by Van Deventer for Philip II?]. *Caert-Thressor* 25 (4): 116-120.


Recent Publications, Portolan, collation


Rose, Edward P. F. and Clathworthy, Jonathan C. (2007). Specialist maps of the geological section, inter-service topographical department; aids to British


Books


Blaeu, Joan (ed. by Peter van der Krogt) (2006). Atlas Maior of 1665 (regional volumes), Köln: Taschen:


Harrisse, Henry (trans. by Aspi Balsara) (2007). The Discovery and Cartographic Development of Newfoundland and its Environ, 1497-1500-1769. St. John's : Centre for Newfoundland Studies, Memorial University of


Pinther, Miklos (2007). America on the Map. Yarmouth: The CartoPhilatelic Society, 56 pp., ill., refs. ISSN: 1939-4012. $25. (Note: This softcover publication pertains to maps on stamps, and is the first in their planned series of occasional publications.)

Recent Publications, Portolan, collation


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: spring 2008

Articles


Baynton-Williams, Ashley (2008). Whose map is it anyway? *MapForum* 11: 12-17. ill. 3 refs. [Note: This is part of the “beginner’s guide” series, and includes a “table of terms helpful in identifying individual roles.”]


Groessens, Eric; Groessens-van Dyck, Marie-Claire (2007). Two hundred years of geological mapping in Belgium, from d'Omalius d'Halloy to the Belgian federal state. *Earth Sciences History* 26 (1): 75-84. 27 refs.


Henige, David (2007). ‘This is the place:’ putting the past on the map. *Journal of Historical Geography* 33 (2): 237-253. 67 footnotes.


Leenders, Eric (2008). The map of Flanders by Gerard Mercator and Jacob van Deventer. *BIMCC Newsletter* 30: 18-23. ill. [Note: This is an English summary of a Dutch article published with notes and bibliography in *Annalen van de K.O.K.W...”*]


Strandsbjerg, Jeppe (2006). The Cartographic Production of Territory: mapping and Danish state formation 1450-1650. Presented at the BISA Conference, University College Cork 18-20 December 2006. ill. Extensive

Theunissen, Yolanda (2007). Expansion of the Osher Map Library and Smith Center for Cartographic Education at the University of Southern Maine. Cartographic Perspectives 58 (fall): 54-60.


Books


Imhof, Eduard (2007). *Cartographic Relief Presentation*. Redlands: ESRI Press, 436 pp. ill. ISBN: 978-1-58948-026-1. $59.95 (Note: This is a reissue of the 1982 publication, with some editorial changes.)


Lacy, Jodi (2007). *Mapping the Universe*. Chicago: Adler Planetarium and Astronomy Museum, 104 pp. ill. ISBN: 978-1-891220-05-0. $20. (Note: This was the exhibition catalog for their contribution to the Chicago Festival of Maps.)

Litalien, Raymonde; Vaugeois, Denis; and Palomino, Jean-François (2007). *La Mesure d’un Continent: Atlas Historique de l’Amérique du Nord, 1492-


MAGERT (2007). Rare, Antiquarian, or Just Plain Old (workbook for early map cataloging preconference at June 2007 meeting of ALA). Note: This can be ordered from Jim Coombs, MAGERT Publications Distribution Manager, Maps Library, Missouri State University, 901 S. National, #175, Springfield, MO 65897 (email: JimCoombs@missouristate.edu)


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: FALL 2008

Articles


Reed, Marcia and Demattè, Paola (eds.) (2008). *China on Paper: European and Chinese Works from the Late Sixteenth to the Early Nineteenth Century*.


Books


**RECENT PUBLICATIONS: WINTER 2008-9**

**Articles**


Recent Publications, Portolan, collation


**Books**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Fall 2009

Articles


Black, Jeremy (2008). Where to draw the line. *History Today* 58(7): 50-55. ill. [Note: The article discusses how politics have historically influenced cartography from the nineteenth century to the present.]


Millea, Nick (2009). The Gough map: Britain’s oldest road map or a statement of empire? *IMCoS Journal* 116 (Spring): 31-36. ill. 3 notes [Note:This article was based on a lecture by the author given at the June 2008 IMCoS annual dinner.]


Meurer, Peter H. and Schilder, Günter: Die Wandkarte des Türkenzuges 1529 von Johann Haselberg und Christoph Zell [The wall map of the Turkish campaign in 1529 by Johann Haselberg and Christoph Zell]. *Cartographica Helvetica* 39: 27–42.


Steinhilper, Diantha (2009). Mapping identity: defining community in the Culhuacán map of the Relaciones Geográficas. The Portolan 74 (spring): 11-34. ill. Extensive endnotes and references. [Note: Ms. Steinhilper was
winner of the 2008 DR. WALTER W. RISTOW PRIZE FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN THE HISTORY OF CARTOGRAPHY.)


**Books**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: WINTER 2009-10

Articles


Gökgöz, Türkay (2009). Cartographic properties and current situation of the oldest picture map in Çatalhöyük. *The Portolan* 75(fall): 43-49. ill. 5 refs,


Haft, Adele (2008). “The map shows me where it is you are”: Gloria Oden responds to Elizabeth Bishop across National Geographic and Rand McNally world maps. *Cartographic Perspectives* 61: 8-35. ill. 15 notes and added refs.


Rose, Edward P. F. (2009). Water supply maps for the Western Front (Belgium and Northern France) developed by British, German and American military geologists during World War I: pioneering studies in hydrogeology from trench warfare. *Cartographic Journal* 46(2): 76-103. ill.


Sletto, Bjørn (2009). 'Indigenous people don't have boundaries': reborderings, fire management, and productions of authenticities in indigenous landscapes. *Cultural Geographies* 16(2): 253-277. ill.


**Books**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: SPRING 2010

Articles


Lester, Toby (2009). Putting America on the map. *Smithsonian* 40(9): 78-96. ill. [NOTE: This article is adapted from Lester’s book *The Fourth Part of the World.*]


Books


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: FALL 2010

Articles


McGuirk, Donald L. Jr. (2010). The forgotten “First Map with the Name of America” (the 1520 Apianus world map); history, census and comparison with the Waldseemüller 1507 world map. *The Portolan* 77(spring): 26-36. 9 suggested readings.


“Hugh Hammond Bennett and the Creation of the Soil Erosion Service,” NRCS Historical Insights Number 8, September 2008.]


Solarić, Miljenko and Solarić, Nikola (2009). Lumbarda Psephisma, the oldest document about the division of land parcels in Croatia from the beginning of the 4th or 3rd century BC. *Cartography and Geoinformation* 8(12): 78-88. ill. refs. Accessible online at [http://hrcak.srce.hr/file/74289](http://hrcak.srce.hr/file/74289).


[Note: The entire issue is devoted to this subject.]


Van Duzer, Chet (2008) [2010]. Un descubrimiento en la cartografía del Cuarto Viaje de Cristóbal Colón. *Boletín de la Real Sociedad Geográfica* 144: 275-280. ill. [NOTE: The article discusses the New World toponyms from Christopher Columbus’s Fourth Voyage. Although the article is dated 2008, it was delayed and just appeared in 2010.]

Woods, Martin P. (2009). The maps collection of the National Library of Australia. *Cartographic Perspectives* 63(spring): 75-83. ill. 4 refs. [Note: There are additional illustrations on p. 90.]

**Books**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: WINTER 2010-11

Articles


Bosak, Keith; Boley, Bynum; and Zaret, Kyla (2010). Deconstructing the 'Crown of the Continent': power, politics and the process of creating National Geographic's Geotourism Mapguides.” *Tourism Geographies* 12(3): 460-80.


Murray, Jeffrey S. (2010). Charting the waters. *Fine Books & Collections* Spring, 2 pp., ill. Accessible online at http://www.finebooksmagazine.com/issue/201006/atlantic_neptune-1.phtml. [Note: This is a short article discussing the work of J.F.W. Des Barres.]


Books


Delaney, John (2010). Strait Through: Magellan to Cook & the Pacific / An Illustrated History. Princeton: Princeton University Library. 205 pp. ill. No ISBN. $27.50. [Note: This is an illustrated catalog prepared to accompany an exhibit, which may be seen online at http://libweb5.princeton.edu/visual_materials/maps/websites/pacific/content s.html.]


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Spring 2011

Articles


Bitelli, Gabriele; Cremonini, S. Stefano; and Gatta, Giorgia (2010). Late Renaissance survey techniques revealed by three maps of the old Po River Delta, e-Perimetron 5(3): 172-175. ill. 4 refs. Accessible online at http://www.e-perimetrion.org/Vol_5_3/Bitelli_et_al.pdf.


Kovarsky, Joel (2010). Searching for early maps: use of online library catalogs. Published online October 18, 2010. Accessible online at http://www.maphistory.info/SEARCHING%20FOR%20EARLY%20MAPS.pdf. [Note: A print version of this article is scheduled for publication in the spring 2011 issue, vol. 80, of The Portolan.]


Sayre, Gordon M. (2010). A newly discovered manuscript map by Antoine-Simon Le Page du Pratz. *French Colonial History* 11: 23-45. ill. 27 notes. [Note: This is an expanded version of an earlier, brief publication that had appeared in *Commonplace* in July 2009.]


**Books**


Van der Krogt, Peter (2010). Koeman`s Atlantes Neerlandici, Vol. IV. Town Atlases. ‘t Goy-Houten: HES & DE GRAAF Publishers BV, 3 volumes, 1800 pp., ill. ISBN: 9789061944584. €1875 [Note: Purchasing one volume from the publisher requires subscription to the whole series. Earlier volumes are at times available through various used book search engines, such as www.vialibri.net.]


Livieratos, Evangelos. 2010. Cyprus on historical maps: placement, shape and orientation from a digital point of view (Cyprus Cartography Lectures No.8). Nicosia: Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation, 53 pp. ill. €14.00. ISBN: 9789963428922. [Note: Ordering information can be obtained via agora@cultural.bankofcyprus.com]


Documentary History. New York: Cambridge University Press, 264 pp., ill. ISBN: 9780521768948 (cloth; there is also a paperback version). $90.00.


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Fall 2011

Articles


Pazarli, Maria; Tsorlini, Angeliki; and Liveratos, Evangelos (2011). “Vienna, late 18th century…”: Birth and importance of two monuments of Greek cartographic heritage, the Rigas Velestinlis’ Charta and the Anthimos Gazis’ Pinax, from a digital point of view. *e-perimetron* 6(1): 14-28. ill. 28 footnotes and added refs.


**Books**


Recent Publications, Portolan, collation


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Winter 2011-12

Articles


Batten, Kit (2011). Who were John Cooke? Finally getting it right? *IMCoS Journal* 126 (autumn): 21-30. ill. 11 notes. [Note: This is a shortened version of a monograph that can be obtained by contacting the author at KitTheMap@aol.com.]


Poulter, John (2011). The use of maps to help diagnose the processes by Which the Romans may have planned their roads and walls in Northern

Scheckter, Barnet (2011). George Washington’s America: a biography through his maps. *The Portolan* 81(fall): 31-37. ill. [Note: This paper was based on the author’s November 18, 2010 talk for the Washington Map Society, based on his recent book by the same title, which was listed the recent publication column for the winter 2010-11 issue of *The Portolan*.]


**Books**

Campbell, Tony (2011). *A Critical Re-Examination of Early Portolan Charts with a Reassessment of Their Replication and Seaboard Function*. Published as an online monograph, and accessible at [http://www.maphistory.info/portolan.html](http://www.maphistory.info/portolan.html). First mounted online 7 March 2011. [Note: This detailed and periodically updated discussion includes numerous statistical tables and multiple sections: introductory notes, overview of portolan charts, wider implications, conclusions, and post-publication additions and corrections.]


Kubilay, Ayşe Yetişkin (2010). Maps of Istanbul / Istanbul Haritalari 1422-1922. Istanbul: Denizler Kitabevi, 255 pp., ill. ISBN: 9789944264198. TRY (Turkish Lira) 290. [Note: This is a correction from the spring 2010 listing.]


Worms, Laurence and Baynton-Williams, Ashley (2011). British Map Engravers: A Dictionary of Engravers, Lithographers and Their Principal Employers to 1850. London : Rare Book Society, 744 pp., ill. ISBN: 9780956942203. £125. [Note: This contains additions and corrections from the entry in the spring 2011 column.]
RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Spring 2012

**Articles**


Cesari, Mariarosa (2012). New evidence for the date of five rare Dutch-Italian wall maps: F. de Wit's world map and W. J. Blaeu's four continents. *Imago Mundi* 64(1): 41-59. ill. 36 notes.


Matoušek, Václav; Blažková, Tereza; Soudná, Tereza; et al. (2011). The Thirty Years’ War battlefields’ plans in the Czech Republic in the Theatrum Europaeum. *Geographia Technica* 11(2): 56-64. ill. 6 refs.


Pedley, Mary (2011). From observation to knowledge: the commercial power and influence of London map and chartmakers. *IMCoS Journal* 127(winter): 7-14. ill. 1 note (this article was based on a talk given by the author at the 2010 IMCoS International Symposium in London).


Allen, David Yehling (2011). *The Mapping of New York State: A Study in the History of Cartography*. Published by the author; accessible online at [http://www.dyasites.com/maps/nysbook/Title.htm](http://www.dyasites.com/maps/nysbook/Title.htm). This preliminary publication includes numerous map images and an extensive bibliography.


British Cartographic Society (2011). *Cartographies of Fictional Worlds*. Leeds: Maney Publishing. [Note: This was the topic for the entire issue of the journal, volume 48. Print ISSN: 0008-7041; Online ISSN: 1743-2774.]


Lauridsen, Peter (author), and Olson, Julius E. (translator) (2011). Vitus Bering: The Discoverer of Bering Strait. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (Cambridge Library Collection), 248 pp., ill. ISBN: 9781108041515. $22.99 (paperback). [Note: This is a modern reprint and translation of the 1885 Danish original.]


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Fall 2012

Articles


Batten, Kit (2012). Digital photography: taking the strain off our old maps, archivists and researchers! *IMCoS Journal* 128 (spring): 39-41. ill. 3 notes.


Vermeylen, Saskia; Davies, Gemma; Van der Horst, Dan (2012). Deconstructing the conservancy map: Hxaro, N!ore, and Rhizomes in the Kalahari. The International Journal for Geographic Information and Geovisualization 47(2): 121-34.


Books


De Coene, Karen; Ongena, Thérèse; Stragier, Frederic; et al. (2012). Ferraris, the legend. The Cartographic Journal 49(1): 30-42.


Draper, Robert (2012). The league of dangerous mapmakers. The Atlantic October: 50-59. ill. Accessible online at http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2012/10/the-league-of/309084/. [Note: This article discusses the implications of cartographic redistricting after the census reports of each decade.]


Kok, Hans (2012). From Holland to Indonesia: to the Far East with early maps and charts. *IMCoS Journal* 130 (autumn): 17-22. ill. [Note: This was based on the author’s lecture at the annual IMCoS dinner.]


Ormeling, Ferjan (2012). De naam van de zee tussen Korea en Japan [The name of the sea between Korea and Japan based on Western printed maps of Japan up to 1800]. *Caert-Thresoor* 31(2): 47-54.


Solopova, Elizabeth (2012). The making and re-making of the Gough map of Britain: manuscript evidence and historical context. *Imago Mundi* 64(2): 155-68. ill. 53 notes and refs.


Van Duzer, Chet (2012). A neglected type of medieval mappamundi and its re-imaging in the Mare historiarum (BnF MS Lat. 4915, f. 26v),” *Viator* 43(2): 277-301.


**Books**


118 pp., ill. ISBN: 9780981832401. $75. [Note: This is a comprehensive bibliography of geography texts, including atlases and globes, published in the USA from the late 18\textsuperscript{th} to early 20\textsuperscript{th} century.]


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Spring 2013

Articles


McDougall, Julie (2012). British school atlases: shaping style and map content. *The Portolan* 85(winter): 21-34. ill. 44 endnotes. [Note: This paper won honorable mention in the 2011 Ristow Prize competition.]


Schmidt, Benjamin (2012). On the impulse of mapping, or how a flat earth theory of Dutch maps distorts the thickness and pictorial proclivities of early modern Dutch cartography (and misses its picturing impulse). *Art History* 35(5): 1036-1049. ill.


Books


additional maps from the 1895 edition, is accessible at [http://maps.nls.uk/atlas/bartholomew/index.html.]


Hofmann, Catherine; Richard, Hélène; Vagnon, Emmanuelle (eds.) (2012). *L'Âge d'or des Cartes Marines: Quand l'Europe Découvrait le Monde*. Paris: Bibliothèque nationale de France, 256 pp., ill. 39 € [Note: This is the companion volume to the corresponding exhibit at the BnF.]


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Fall 2013

Articles


Lockwood, Leigh (2013). Why the new WMS website does not have to be like your dusty toolbox. *The Portolan* 86 (spring): 6-7. ill.


**Books**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: WINTER 2013-14

Articles


Books


**RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Spring 2014**

**Articles**


Guckelsberger, Kurt (2013). Das moderne Kartenbild von Europa auf der Carta Itineraria Waldseemüllers von 1511/1520 (The modern map image of Europe on Waldseemüller’s Carta Itineraria of 1511/1520). *Cartographica Helvetica* 48: 34–48. [Note: There is an English summary.]


Holford, John; Jarvis, Peter; Milana, Marcella; et al. (2013). Exploration, discovery, learning: mapping the unknown. *International Journal of Lifelong Education* 32(6): 685-89.


**Books**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Fall 2014

Articles


Dellinger, Justin T. (2014). La Balise: a transimperial focal point. *The Portolan* 89 (spring): 8-26. ill. 28 endnotes. [Note: This essay won the 2013 Ristow Prize.]

Dickson, Peter W. (2014). Commentary on the twin Lenox and ostrich egg globes. *The Portolan* 89 (spring): 42-46. ill. [Note: This is followed by a short author’s response by Stefàan Missinne.]


Masschalk, Eddy (2014). 1600, the Battle of Nieuwpoort: the battle is won, the strategy is gone. *BIMCC Newsletter* 48(January): 21-28. ill.


**Books**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Winter 2014-15

Articles


**Books**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Spring 2015

Articles


Brentjes, Sonja (2014). Abū Bakr al-Dimashqī ’s (d. 1691) hemispheric map of the New World and the representation of the seas in his maps of the world


Metcalf, Alida C. (2014). Water and social space: using georeferenced maps and geocoded images to enrich the history of Rio de Janeiro's fountains. e-


Pearson, Alastair W. and Heffernan, Michael (2015). Globalizing cartography? The International Map of the World, the International


Sylvia Ioannou Foundation (2014). Corsairs and pirates in the eastern Mediterranean, 15th-19th century. Conference proceedings, 17-19 October 2014, Museum of Cycladic Art, Athens (Greece). Video lectures and selected corresponding slide presentations accessible online at http://www.sylviaioannoufoundation.org/conferences/2nd-international-conference/papers.html. [Note: The conference is not entirely in English, although English abstracts are present.]


Books


Kanas, Nick (2014). Solar System Maps: From Antiquity to the Space Age. New York: Springer Science+Business Media, 331 pp., ill. ISBN 9781461408956. $45. [Note: This entry that has been corrected from the fall 2013 column.]


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: FALL 2015

Articles


Leitch, Stephanie (2013). Vespucci's triangle and the shape of the world. *Cadernos de Letras (UFRJ)* 29(nov.): 86-111. 29 footnotes, multiple refs, ill. Accessible at


Rose-Redwood, Reuben (2015). The limits to deconstructing a map. *Cartographica* 50(1): 1-8. [Note: This is the introductory essay for a special issue marking the twenty-fifth anniversary of the publication of J.B. Harley's 'Deconstructing the Map' (1989).]


Books


RECENT PUBLICATIONS: Winter 2015-16

ARTICLES


Dickson, Peter W. (2015). The Lenox & Ostrich Egg Globes: creation and provenance. *The Portolan* 93(fall): 53-58. ill., 11 endnotes [Note: This is followed by Dr. Stefaan J. Missinne's commentary on Dickson's essay, pp. 58-60.]


**BOOKS**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS—Spring 2016

ARTICLES

Adam, Renaud (2014). The emergence of Antwerp as a printing centre: from earliest days of printing to the Reformation (1481-1520). *De Gulden Passer = Le compas d’or* 92: 11-29. ill. 58 footnotes.


Ben-Bassat, Yuval and Ben-Artzi, Yossi (2015). The collision of empires as seen from Istanbul: the border of British-controlled Egypt and Ottoman Palestine as reflected in Ottoman maps. *Journal of Historical Geography* 50: 25-36.


Danku, Gyuri (2016). Is this the original? A manuscript map of the Mexico Valley by Adrián Boot. *Imago Mundi* 68(1): 79-87. ill. 17 notes.


Vervust, Soetkin (2015). Habsburg cartography with French scientific flare: the circulation of mapmaking principles in the eighteenth century, through...
the example of the Ferraris maps. *Caert Thresoor* 34(2; ICHC Special): 88-97. ill. 23 notes.


**BOOKS**


BOOKS


Capra, Gian Franco; Ganga, Antonio; Filzmoser, Peter; et al. (2016). Combining place names and scientific knowledge on soil resources through an integrated ethnopedological approach. *CATENA* 142(July): 89-101.


**BOOKS**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS—Spring 2017

Articles


Campbell, Tony (2016). Cartographic innovations by the early portolan chartmakers. Published online 18 November 2016. Accessible at
http://www.maphistory.info/PortolanChartInnovations.html. ill. with list of referenced charts, 68 endnotes.


Delano-Smith, Catherine; Barber, Peter; Bove, Damien; et al. (2017). New light on the medieval Gough Map of Britain. *Imago Mundi* 69(1): 1-36. ill.


Geldart, Peter and Perez, Christian (2016). The naming and mapping of the Batanes: mapmakers have a problem with these islands! *The Murillo Bulletin* 2(June): 9-16. ill.


Books


Edelson, S. Max (2017). The New Map of Empire: How Britain Imagined America before Independence. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 420 pp., ill. ISBN: 9780674972117. $35. [Note: This is supplemented by online visualizations of more than 250 original maps, plans, and charts.]


Articles


**Books**


RECENT PUBLICATIONS—Winter 2017-18

Articles


Gaspar, Joaquim Alves (2017). The planisphere of Juan de la Cosa (1500): the first Padrón Real or the last of its kind? *Terrae Incognitae* 49(1): 68-88. ill.


Paperfuse, Edward C. (2017). Thomas Holdsworth Poppleton and the surveyor’s map that made Baltimore, or a story of minor intrigue and not so professional rivalry in the City of Promise. *The Portolan* 99(fall): 7-36, ill., 51 (detailed) endnotes.


Solarić, Miljenko and Solarić, Nikola (2016). Surveying the Vienna meridian from Brno to Varaždin. *Journal of the Croatian Cartographic


Books


